January 19, 2022

AMENDMENT #2
FOR

GMHA IFB 006-2022 LABORATORY (D-WING) ROOF SYSTEM & ENVELOP UPGRADE PROJECT

TO: All prospective bidders,

This Amendment is being issued to change the following:

1) Request for Information read as: January 20, 2022 at 12:00 PM

Request for Information to now read as: January 24, 2022 at 10:00 AM

2) GMHA IFB 006-2022 Deadlines read as: Bids will be accepted on or before 10:00 am, Chamorro Standard Time, February 1, 2022, and Public Opening at 10:30 am Chamorro Standard Time, February 1, 2022

GMHA IFB 006-2022 Deadlines to now read as: Bids will be accepted on or before 10:00 am, Chamorro Standard Time, February 9, 2022, and Public Opening at 10:30 am Chamorro Standard Time, February 9, 2022

3) Attachment 1 and 2 have been uploaded to the website. You may access the documents by registering.

If any other questions/clarifications please send via telefax addressed to Mrs. Lillian Perez-Posadas, MN, RN.

Dolores F. Pangelinan,
Hospital Materials Management Administrator
Acknowledgment of Receipt: Return acknowledgment to fax number 649-3640
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